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Forget analysts and pundits: Apple’s best
days are ahead
11.05.11
Ed Oswald, betanews

Have investors, analysts, and pundits lost their minds?

Reading some recent Apple analysis you could make that
case. The company is still wildly successful financially, yet perusing the news sites and the blogs will make you think the
company is in some danger of failure. That couldn’t be further
from the truth.
There is too much focus on the present, take for example
Apple’s most recent quarterly results. The Cupertino company
had its second best quarter ever, yet investors focused on analysts sky-high expectations. Apple paid for it, and still hasn’t
recovered two weeks later.
Apple is on a path for sustained success, and there is building
evidence of that through its financials and the market overall.
Failing to look at the big picture is a mistake.

The Writing on the Wall

First off, Wall Street’s reaction was without merit. iPhone
shipments missed for an obvious reason: consumers expected a new iPhone, and held off on their purchases. iPads remain strong and close to consensus. Most importantly the
Mac business is thriving, surpassing consensus.
My colleague Joe Wilcox gave us an early preview of the Mac
results in his story on quarterly PC sales numbers from IDC
and Gartner in mid-October. Gartner placed Apple’s US share
of the market at 12.9 percent, IDC at 11.3 percent -- based on
unit shipments (not actual sales). Both were the best numbers
for the company in decades, and Joe referred to the gains as
“shocking”.
Now take what I just shared, and add to it to Apple’s own
projections for the upcoming quarter. The company expects
to rake in $37 billion -- its best quarter ever (by some $10

billion in fact!). Apple regularly beats its projections, so I’m
expecting a blowout quarter for the company.
Company executives in the most recent conference call said
more than once it expects “record shipments” for both the
iPhone and iPad lines. They’re very confident in Cupertino.
The data makes the reaction of hypersensitive investors and
knee-jerk pundits and analysts look ridiculous. Here is a company that is doing almost everything right and running on all
cylinders, yet investors punish it. It makes no sense. Analysts
only analyze on what they know, and how much can you really know about the most secretive company on the planet?
Can we really trust these analysts have the full picture? I think
those answers are obvious.

Analysts Are Not the Gospel

Analysts get things wrong all the time, and sometimes en
masse. Count the number of analysts that following the PlayStation 3’s lackluster launch kept projecting it would end up
in first place overall? Too many to count, and it’s still in third
place a half decade later, according to compiled sales numbers from VGChartz.com. How many actually had the Nintendo Wii selling as well as it did? Almost none, and it nearly
sold the Xbox 360 and PS3 combined! So much for analysts’
predictions!
They have been wrong before about Apple too: the iPad is
a shining example. Look at this compilation of sales forecasts
for the original iPad from Asymco. Not a single analyst came
within half of the 14.8 million units the company actually sold
in 2010. Even your “Apple-favoring” analysts -- Shaw Wu and
Gene Munster -- were way off.
On predicting the financial health of Apple, analysts also
made a significant change to the way they figured their
predictions, Bullish Cross’ Andy Zaky points out in a post for
Fortune.com. Whereas in the past analysts typically placed
their expectations at about a five to ten percent premium to
Apple’s forecasts, this quarter that jumped to an average of
about 19 percent. So when Apple beat its guidance within
the typical margin of 12 to 18 percent that it had over the past
several quarters -- 13 percent here -- it was seen as a miss.
The San Jose Mercury News’ Chris O’Brien wrote on how
these analysts screwed up on understanding the consumer
market when it came to waiting for the new iPhone (what did
I tell you?). One of them actually admitted they were quite
overzealous.
“We really missed on the transition”, Susquehanna Financial Group analyst Jeffrey Fidacaro told O’Brien. “People just
stopped buying iPhones”. (I’d also note that Fidacaro was way
off on the iPad too.)
Thus, the “Apple stumbles” meme in the media is more a
function of analysts inexplicably changing their forecast formulas. This would have been considered a great quarter otherwise. How do you figure that?
What an analyst says should never be taken as gospel or
hell, even taking my word as gold on this issue. Many of us use
what these experts say to further our own biases. It is human
nature for us to do so, thus there’s no need to lay blame.

Continued on page 5

Apple Opens Its Checkbook To
Keep Its Exec Talent Around
11.05.11
MacNews

Apple has given its deep bench

of
executive talent 60 million reasons to
stick around for another five years.
Securities and Exchange Commission
filings reveal the company has granted
an estimated US$60 million in stock options each to a group of senior executives in the wake of co-founder Steve
Jobs’ death, reports “The San Jose Business Journal” (http://macte.ch/rZQvL).
The grants vest between 2013 and 2016
Chief Financial Officer Peter Oppenheimer,
software chief Scott Forstall, hardware
chief Bob Mansfield, marketing chief Phil
Schiller, General Counsel Bruce Sewell and
operations manager Jeff Williams all got
150,000 in restricted stock units.
Eddy Cue, senior vice president for
Internet software, got 100,000 stock units.
He got another 100,000 in September
when he was promoted to his current post.
CEO Tim Cook was given one million stock
options worth an estimated $400 million
after he took over for Jobs in August.
“The Business Journal” says it isn’t
known whether design chief Johnny Ive
got any options because Apple has never
reported him as a senior executive “even
though he was recognized as one of the
most powerful figures in the company.”
“Our executive team is incredibly
talented and they are all dedicated to
Apple’s continued success,” said Apple
spokesman Steve Dowling in a statement. “These stock grants are meant to
reward them down the road for their
hard work in helping to keep Apple the
most innovative company in the world.”

Apple’s Planned
Obsolescence Schedule
11.02.11
Adam C. Engst, TidBits

It has long been a staple

among
the Mac faithful that Macs may cost
more than equivalent Windows-based

PCs, but (along with many other advantages) they retain their utility longer. I’m
certainly guilty of such statements, and
I’ve backed them up over the years by
keeping my SE/30 (upgraded from an
SE in 1991) in useful service until 2001, at
which point I replaced it with a Performa
6400 that was at least five years old.
That said, hardware longevity — how
long the actual hardware continues to
function using the software of its era
— is being undermined by the need
to maintain software compatibility, particularly networked software. For many
years, an elderly Mac could remain useful even in the face of new and incompatible system updates because computers were relatively isolated from one
another; as long as file formats remained
compatible, older machines maintained
their utility. The first hint that networked
software was going to become important came from Web browsers, which
needed to be kept up to date or risk being unable to load Web sites using the
latest Web design techniques.
But Web browser compatibility is
nothing compared to the compatibility issues Apple has raised with iCloud,
which works only with Mac OS X 10.7.2
Lion and iOS 5. Suddenly, older Macs
and iOS devices that aren’t compatible
with Lion and iOS 5 have been excluded
from life in the cloud, regardless of how
well they run other software and even
modern Web browsers. In short, the effective life of hardware is now determined by Apple’s corporate fiat, rather
than organically as the Macintosh industry gradually shifts away from supporting older machines.
This got me thinking. When some new
version of Mac OS X or iOS comes out, we
always report on the hardware with which
it’s compatible, but we’ve never brought all
the different operating systems together.
To do that, I pulled out MacTracker, which
provides introduction and discontinuation dates, and used EveryMac’s Ultimate
Mac Sort Tool to determine which Macs
were made obsolete by each subsequent
version of Mac OS X.
The notion here is figuring the range
of time in which you could purchase
a Macintosh or iOS device, from the
first model that qualifies for an operating system upgrade past the one with

which it shipped up until the last
moment a new model is for sale
that’s hit its limit.
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Mac OS X -- Here’s what I found, starting
with Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger, which was released in April 2005. Tiger supported all
PowerPC G3-, G4-, and G5-based Macs,
and was the first version of Mac OS X
to run on Intel-based Macs. There’s little
utility in going back any earlier. (Mac OS
X 10.0 through 10.3 also supported all
or nearly all systems back to PowerPC
G3 with a few exceptions and minimum
memory requirements.)
Tiger was superseded by 10.5 Leopard
in October 2007, when Apple started to
drop support for installing new operating system updates on Macs back beyond a couple generations of revisions
or so. In particular, Leopard swept off
the shelf all PowerPC G3-based Macs
and slower PowerPC G4-based Macs
whose clock speed was less than 867
MHz. Most of those Macs had been discontinued by October 2003, except for a
lone 800 MHz iBook G4, which held on
until April 2004. Leopard supported all
Mac models introduced as far back as
7 years earlier, but the latest Mac sold
was taken off the market just 3.5 years
before Leopard shipped.
Next up was 10.6 Snow Leopard, which
Apple released in August 2009. With Snow
Leopard, Apple drew a line in the sand at
the Intel transition, eliminating all PowerPC-based Macs. Looking back in time,
the Power Mac G5 was the last of Apple’s
product line to make the jump to Intel,
sold as a new product until August 2006.
(The PowerPC-based Xserve remained
superannuated until November 2006,
but it wasn’t aimed at the consumer market.) That sets Snow Leopard’s backwards
compatibility to as little as 3 years, a year
less than Leopard’s. This is understandable
given the architectural change.
With 10.7 Lion, which came out in July
2011, Apple consigned a few early Intelbased Macs to the dump heap of history. To be specific, Lion required an Intel Core 2 Duo processor or faster, which
left a number of models out in the cold
because they relied on the Intel Core
Solo or Core Duo processor. The last of
these to go was the Core Duo-based
Continued on page 3

Planned Obsolescence

Continued from page 2

Mac mini, in August 2007, putting Lion’s backwards compatibility at just under 4 years. (The first Core 2 Duo systems were
sold in September 2006, which adds almost another year to
those Macs upgradable lifetime.)

iOS -- What about iOS? The first version of iOS

to drop support for earlier models was iOS 4,
which appeared in June 2010, and wouldn’t run
on the original iPhone and iPod touch. Apple
stopped making those devices after a single
year of production in June 2008 and September 2008, respectively,
giving iOS 4 a backwards compatibility of 24 to 27 months.
iOS 5, released in October 2011, also tossed an iPhone and
iPod touch over the side: the iPhone 3G and the secondgeneration iPod touch. The iPhone 3G survived for 2 years,
remaining for sale as a low-cost alternative even after Apple
introduced the iPhone 3GS in June 2009. It was eventually
discontinued in June 2010 when the iPhone 4 came out.
Similarly, the second-generation iPod touch was introduced
in September 2008, and while the 16 and 32 GB versions were
pulled from sale a year later in 2009, the 8 GB version held on for
2 years before Apple stopped offering it in September 2010.
Technically speaking, that gives iOS 5 a backwards compatibility
of only 15 or 16 months, to the last date the iPhone 3G was on
sale as a new product. But it also marks the first time Apple
introduced a new product while continuing to sell its direct
predecessor. On those grounds, you could argue that the real
backwards compatibility of iOS 5 is 27 or 28 months, for the
iPhone and iPod touch, respectively.

Support Summary -- To summarize, then, it seems safe to say
that if you buy a new Mac now, it’s a good bet that Apple will support it with new software releases for about 4 to 5 years, depending on when you buy in a given CPU generation’s lifetime. Snow
Leopard cut the time to a low of 3 years for some outlying models,
but the desire to focus on Intel-based Macs easily explains that.
Things become more complex with iOS. If you’re buying the
current generation of iPhone, you’ll have 2 to 3 years of support
from Apple — the longer period if you buy a new model immediately — before you’re left by the wayside. That lower end of the
range syncs up with the length of most mobile phone contracts.
However, this will fall down with new purchases of the iPhone 3GS, which Apple is now giving away for free to anyone
who will sign a two-year contract with AT&T. It seems entirely
likely that the iPhone 3GS won’t survive the next revision of
iOS, which means that iOS 6 could be a non-starter for phones
that were sold just before the release f iOS 6. (Apple might
signal iOS 6 by discontinuing the 3GS several months ahead
to avoid causing some degree of buyer’s remorse.)
The iPod touch seemed to follow the same pattern as the
iPhone for the first few generations, but when Apple released
the iPhone 4S, there was no associated fifth-generation iPod
touch, meaning that the fourth-generation iPod touch, introduced in September 2010, is still current (albeit in both black
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and white versions now). That may mean that today’s
iPod touch will have a much longer lifespan, if we assume it tracks with the iPhone 4, perhaps approaching the
4-year upgradability mark that nearly all Macs have enjoyed.
It’s also hard to know what will happen with the iPad. The
original iPad was released in January 2010 and replaced by
the current iPad 2 in March 2011, but both can run iOS 5. The
original iPad and iPhone 4 use the same processor — see below — while the iPad 2 and iPhone 4S use a later version. That
processor difference likely starts the clock on the last possible
update. The original iPad and iPhone 4, despite introduction
dates offset by several months, may both be thrown under
the train with iOS 7. That’s certainly no sooner than 2 years
from now. If this wild speculation is on target, that would give
the iPad a Mac-like longevity of about 4 years.

Dark Clouds Rising -- The wild card in all of this is iCloud, which
requires iOS 5 and Lion’s 10.7.2 release. It’s not so much that
iCloud is itself uninterested in the past, since Lion works on all
Macs sold in the last 4 years or so. The problem is iOS, and the
way Apple is keeping obsolete products for sale at lower price
points. The iPhone 3G can’t run iOS 5 and thus can’t participate
in iCloud, but you could have bought an iPhone 3G as recently
as 15 months ago. Thus, you may be able to connect a 4-yearold Mac to iCloud, but not an iPhone that’s less than 2 years old.
Since the entire point of iCloud is to route data among your
many devices, this discrepancy is troubling lots of people.
It seems that iCloud (via iOS 5) is a bit like Snow Leopard, in
that it’s making arbitrary decisions about who’s in and who’s
out. But with Snow Leopard, those decisions were based on an
obvious technical difference — PowerPC versus Intel processors. With iOS 5, though, there’s no such distinction. It runs on
the iPhone 3GS and the third-generation iPod touch, which
reportedly use the Samsung S5L8920 CPU, whereas the iPhone 4 and original iPad use Apple’s A4 chip, and the iPhone
4S and iPad 2 rely on the A5. Perhaps iOS 5’s system requirements are based purely on overall performance, which isn’t
something that users can see or that we can estimate based
on known specs. Certainly, iOS 4 on an iPhone 3G was a dog
for a while, until Apple released updates with further tweaks,
and even then it wasn’t fabulous.
If we’re lucky, the real boon of iCloud will be Apple moving
additional processing into the network, as Siri does, enabling
iOS devices to maintain their utility longer than in the past.
Apple may be trying to push the iPad and iPod touch into upgrade possibilities of around 4 years. If you consider the iPhone
3GS and 4S as intermediate versions of the iPhone, it’s possible
we could see iPhones lasting somewhat longer as well.
As long as Apple continues to sell vast quantities of iOS devices
to new buyers, everyone is happy. But should Apple feel the need
for more upgrade revenue at any point, it seems clear that the company can arbitrarily declare the obsolescence of an entire generation
of devices and potentially enforce that obsolescence with some sort
of networked service that works only on the most recent.

TarMac
Tips
Bugs & Fixes: When OS X Lion
slows to acrawl
11.04.11
Ted Landau, Macworld.com

Today’s column is another episode

in my occasional series of “detective stories.” These show how I tracked down,
identified and ultimately eradicated a
mysterious bug for which there seemed
no immediately obvious cause.
Today’s mystery actually began a few
weeks ago, when I updated my Mac Pro
from Snow Leopard to Lion (OS X 10.7.2).
I had previously upgraded the other
two Macs in our house without incident.
So I was expecting similar smooth sailing. And, at first, my expectations were
met. Lion installed successfully and everything was working perfectly.
It took a few hours before trouble arrived. My Mac began slowing down. I
mean really slowing down. At first, it
was just a slight lag. But, soon thereafter,
everything slowed down to the point
where if I clicked to drop down a menu,
the menu would not appear for several
minutes, if ever. Actions such as opening
or closing an application were completely out of the question. I could still move
the mouse pointer at a normal pace. It’s
just that I couldn’t get it to do anything.
I did my usual first attempt at a fix: I
restarted the Mac. I had to use the physical power button on the front of the
machine, as no mouse click or keyboard
command would work by this point.
Happily, all returned to normal—but
only for awhile. Within a few hours, the
“slowdown extreme edition” once again
reared its head.

Donning my Sherlock Holmes cap and
a pipe, I set out to uncover the villain.
I restarted the Mac once again. This
time, before the Mac started reacting
as if it were caught in a vat of congealing taffy, I launched Activity Monitor (an
application in OS X’s Utilities folder). I
monitored my activity. At first, nothing.
Then, it happened. The WindowServer
process started moving to the top of the
“% CPU” column: 25 percent, 40 percent,
62 percent, 78 percent. When it got to
about 75 percent, the slow down really
kicked in. By the time it topped out at 99
percent (and stayed there), everything
had ground to a halt.
Activity Monitor shows the WindowServer process running at a comfortable 3.0 percent. If it jumps to 75.0 percent
or more, your Mac will slow to a crawl.
What is WindowServer? In brief, it
handles windows. It is the core process
responsible for drawing the windows
and boxes that make up the graphical user interface. As Apple notes: “The
window server does more than just
manage windows. Even an application
with no user interface (like a background-only application) depends on
the window server.”
In other words, it’s important. And it’s
exactly the sort of process that, if it got
bogged down, would produce the sort
of symptom I was seeing.
I now had a prime suspect. But the
key question remained unanswered:
Why was WindowServer bogging
down? It had never done so in Snow
Leopard. And it wasn’t causing problems on my other Macs with Lion installed. So what made my Mac Pro
running Lion special?
I assumed there was yet another piece
of software involved. Most likely, it was
something from my Login Items list,
something not on my other Macs. These
items launch automatically at startup,
allowing them to cause trouble without
the user having to take any “manual” action. But which item?
I searched online for possible guidance. I found several forum threads
dealing with WindowServer slowdowns,
describing symptoms similar to my own.
But the threads either came to no conclusion or identified a cause that was not
relevant to my particulars. Dead end.

Back to my Mac. I launched
Console (another application in
the Utilities folder) and scrolled
back through the messages to the point
just before a slowdown had required me
to restart. I found many error messages
referencing a variety of processes. Several referred to ScreenSaverEngine. This
seemed promising. I was using My Living
Desktop as my screensaver. This is a CPUintensive screensaver that plays “high
definition movie videos.” Maybe it was
the other piece in the conflict puzzle.
My initial tests were not encouraging. The slowdown came back even if
the screensaver never kicked in after a
restart. The slowdown occurred even if
I switched to a different screensaver. Finally, I removed the My Living Desktop
component from my Login Items list,
uninstalled the software, and restarted.
Bingo! No more slowdowns!
I had one other “movie-like” screensaver on my Mac Pro: MacKiev’s 3D Weather
Globe. When I enabled this screensaver,
the WindowServer slowdown again
roared back. In this case, simply switching to another screensaver was sufficient
to end the symptom. But I uninstalled
the software anyway.
I now use one of Apple’s built-in
screensavers and have never been bothered by the slowdowns again.
There remains one unanswered question. It seems likely that not everyone
running Lion has this problem with these
screensavers. Otherwise, I would have expected this fact to show up in my search.
So what is it about my particular setup
that was triggering the screensaver-induced slowdowns? The My Living Desktop support site offers a clue.
Although the site doesn’t list specific
symptoms, it acknowledges a possible
OS X Lion conflict between My Living
Desktop and System Preferences items
that similarly interact with “QuickTime
movie playing.” It cites Flip4Mac WMV
(which I do have installed) as one potential culprit. My Living Desktop’s recommendation is to uninstall Flip4Mac.
I never got around to testing this, so I
can’t confirm if it works or not. But if you
are experiencing any similar slowdowns,
it’s worth a try.
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Managing battery life for
iOS 5 devices

Why wait for Apple’s iOS fix? Here are
ways to tackle your power problems
11.03.11
Christopher Breen, Macworld.com

Apple’s concession Wednesday that

an iOS 5 glitch is behind the battery
problems experienced by some iOS devices is welcome news. Not only does it
mean help is on the way—Apple promised it was working on a fix—but it also
lets iOS device owners who’ve been experiencing battery drain know that they
aren’t imagining things. As someone
who’s had to troubleshoot a power-mad
iPhone 4S, I’m happy to hear that I’m not
crazy. Not about this, anyhow.
While the iPhone 4S has been the focus of many battery-life complaints, it’s
not the only device suffering from a loss
of power. I’ve received anecdotal reports
from Macworld staff members as well as
from readers that these battery-sucking
issues affect other devices running iOS
5. And that makes sense: With its iCloud
integration, wireless syncing, and greater
use of location services, iOS 5 is bound to
pull more power from a device’s battery.
The new mobile OS also makes it easier
to push data (contacts, calendars, and
email) from a variety of accounts (Gmail
and Yahoo, for instance), and with push
comes an increasingly taxed battery.
If you’ve been having battery-life problems
with your iOS 5 devices, you could sit back
and wait for Apple’s promised iOS update to
fix the problem. But if you’re more inclined
to take an active approach, there are some
things you can do to track down—and maybe even tackle—the source of your power
problems.

System Services:

Go to Settings -> Location Services ->
System Services. In the resulting screen
you’ll see a series of entries (the number
and kind you see depends on the device you’re using). By default, they’re all
switched on. But regardless of whether
any of these options are buggy or not,
I see little use for many of them. For
example, some people have suggested

that the Setting Time Zone option can
cause problems as the device constantly
checks with a server to see if it’s changed
time zones. Unless you’re the ultimate
jet-setter, you don’t need to have this
option enabled. If you don’t care about
what’s on sale at the corner Chocklit
Shoppe, switch off Location-Based iAds.
If you don’t use Maps to check on traffic,
turn off Traffic. And if you know north
from south, switch off Compass Calibration. At the very least, switch on the Status Bar Icon option so you can see when
your device is using some of these services.
Location Services: The ability for your iOS
device to tell apps where you are is one
of the greatest things about iOS 5, but
if it’s killing your battery, it’s not nearly
as helpful as it could be. You can switch
location services off entirely by going to
Settings -> Location Services and flicking the Location Services Switch to the
Off position. But that’s an extreme action
and one you can likely avoid. Instead,
scan down the list of apps and take a
gander at which of your apps are currently using those services (as denoted
by a purple arrow). Do you really need
those apps broadcasting your location?
If not, switch them off.
With regard to locations, one app to
keep a careful eye on is Reminders. You
can have reminders appear when you’re
near a particular location. This means

Continued on page 8
Continued from page 1

Forget analysts and pundits:
Apple’s best days are ahead
Tomorrows Consumers Are Apple’s Ace

While I have laid out for you my
argument for why Apple’s already in
good shape, we really haven’t seen
anything yet. Evidence of this comes
from a recent study by Harris Interactive. The firm polled young consumers aged eight to 24. They found that
Apple had strong brand equity in this

key group -- in fact, it is the top
brand in computers, phones
and tablets among those 13 to
24. Apple beat out a long-established
brand in HP, one of the biggest phone
manufacturers in HTC, and dusted the
floor with the Motorola Xoom.
The fact that Apple is curating such
loyalty across the board among the
youngest of consumers is very significant. These kids are growing up Apple,
and when they get to the age where
they’re making purchasing decisions independently the company will benefit.
This is something Apple has never enjoyed
during its three decades of existence.
Why is this? Today’s older tech generation
comes from a time where Apple computers sat aside of PCs with a sixfold
premium, our only exposure to Apple
was in the school computer lab, and
we used Napster to download our music. Contrast that to today’s generation:
They know Macs as the premium brand
in computers, but without much of the
so-called “Apple Tax”, many of them have
exposure to Apple through their iPods
and iPads -- that so called “halo effect”
-- and iTunes is the place for them to go
for digital music.
This consumer group is huge, too.
“Generation Y” (born 1977-2000) eclipses
the size of the “Baby Boomers”. By 2017,
it will exceed the elder group’s buying
power, according to marketing researcher Kit Yarrow, PhD and retail expert Jane
O’Donnell, authors of Gen BuY. Apple
has significant brand presence here. It
is really difficult to argue that this will
not translate into increased sales -- or at
least the opportunity.
The company has an envious position
now that few of its competitors will ever
enjoy. This is why Apple is in no trouble
regardless of the bumps in the road it
has encountered this past year.
I think it’s quite dangerous to make
judgements based on the present of a
company’s overall health. Many analysts,
pundits, and investors alike have done
so with Apple. But the argument can be
made that Apple’s best days are ahead
of it, and the stars are aligning to keep
the Cupertino company relevant for the
years -- if not decades -- to come.
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...one last thing

A Sister’s Eulogy for
Steve Jobs

10.30.11
Mona Simpson, New York Times

I grew up as an only child, with a single

mother. Because we were poor and because I knew my father had emigrated
from Syria, I imagined he looked like Omar
Sharif. I hoped he would be rich and kind
and would come into our lives (and our
not yet furnished apartment) and help
us. Later, after I’d met my father, I tried to
believe he’d changed his number and left
no forwarding address because he was
an idealistic revolutionary, plotting a new
world for the Arab people.
Even as a feminist, my whole life I’d
been waiting for a man to love, who could
love me. For decades, I’d thought that man
would be my father. When I was 25, I met
that man and he was my brother.
By then, I lived in New York, where I
was trying to write my first novel. I had
a job at a small magazine in an office
the size of a closet, with three other aspiring writers. When one day a lawyer
called me — me, the middle-class girl
from California who hassled the boss
to buy us health insurance — and said
his client was rich and famous and was
my long-lost brother, the young editors
went wild. This was 1985 and we worked
at a cutting-edge literary magazine, but
I’d fallen into the plot of a Dickens novel
and really, we all loved those best. The
lawyer refused to tell me my brother’s
name and my colleagues started a betting pool. The leading candidate: John
Travolta. I secretly hoped for a literary
descendant of Henry James — someone
more talented than I, someone brilliant
without even trying.
When I met Steve, he was a guy my
age in jeans, Arab- or Jewish-looking
and handsomer than Omar Sharif.
We took a long walk — something,
it happened, that we both liked to do. I
don’t remember much of what we said
that first day, only that he felt like someone I’d pick to be a friend. He explained
that he worked in computers.
I didn’t know much about computers. I
still worked on a manual Olivetti typewriter.

I told Steve I’d recently considered my
first purchase of a computer: something
called the Cromemco.
Steve told me it was a good thing I’d
waited. He said he was making something that was going to be insanely
beautiful.
I want to tell you a few things I learned
from Steve, during three distinct periods,
over the 27 years I knew him. They’re not
periods of years, but of states of being.
His full life. His illness. His dying.
Steve worked at what he loved. He
worked really hard. Every day.
That’s incredibly simple, but true.
He was the opposite of absent-minded.
He was never embarrassed about
working hard, even if the results were
failures. If someone as smart as Steve
wasn’t ashamed to admit trying, maybe
I didn’t have to be.
When he got kicked out of Apple, things
were painful. He told me about a dinner at
which 500 Silicon Valley leaders met the
then-sitting president. Steve hadn’t been
invited.
He was hurt but he still went to work
at Next. Every single day.
Novelty was not Steve’s highest value.
Beauty was.
For an innovator, Steve was remarkably
loyal. If he loved a shirt, he’d order 10
or 100 of them. In the Palo Alto house,
there are probably enough black cotton
turtlenecks for everyone in this church.
He didn’t favor trends or gimmicks. He
liked people his own age.
His philosophy of aesthetics reminds
me of a quote that went something like
this: “Fashion is what seems beautiful
now but looks ugly later; art can be ugly
at first but it becomes beautiful later.”
Steve always aspired to make beautiful later.
He was willing to be misunderstood.
Uninvited to the ball, he drove the
third or fourth iteration of his same
black sports car to Next, where he and
his team were quietly inventing the platform on which Tim Berners-Lee would
write the program for the World Wide
Web.
Steve was like a girl in the amount of
time he spent talking about love. Love was
his supreme virtue, his god of gods. He
tracked and worried about the romantic
lives of the people working with him.

Whenever he saw a man he
thought a woman might find
dashing, he called out, “Hey are
you single? Do you wanna come to dinner
with my sister?”
I remember when he phoned the day
he met Laurene. “There’s this beautiful
woman and she’s really smart and she
has this dog and I’m going to marry
her.”
When Reed was born, he began gushing
and never stopped. He was a physical
dad, with each of his children. He fretted over Lisa’s boyfriends and Erin’s
travel and skirt lengths and Eve’s safety
around the horses she adored.
None of us who attended Reed’s
graduation party will ever forget the
scene of Reed and Steve slow dancing.
His abiding love for Laurene sustained
him. He believed that love happened
all the time, everywhere. In that most
important way, Steve was never ironic,
never cynical, never pessimistic. I try to
learn from that, still.
Steve had been successful at a young
age, and he felt that had isolated him.
Most of the choices he made from the
time I knew him were designed to dissolve the walls around him. A middleclass boy from Los Altos, he fell in love
with a middle-class girl from New Jersey. It was important to both of them to
raise Lisa, Reed, Erin and Eve as grounded, normal children. Their house didn’t
intimidate with art or polish; in fact, for
many of the first years I knew Steve and
Lo together, dinner was served on the
grass, and sometimes consisted of just
one vegetable. Lots of that one vegetable. But one. Broccoli. In season. Simply
prepared. With just the right, recently
snipped, herb.
Even as a young millionaire, Steve
always picked me up at the airport. He’d
be standing there in his jeans.
When a family member called him at
work, his secretary Linetta answered,
“Your dad’s in a meeting. Would you like
me to interrupt him?”
When Reed insisted on dressing up as
a witch every Halloween, Steve, Laurene,
Erin and Eve all went wiccan.
They once embarked on a kitchen
remodel; it took years. They cooked
on a hotplate in the garage. The Pixar
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building, under construction during the
same period, finished in half the time.
And that was it for the Palo Alto house.
The bathrooms stayed old. But — and this
was a crucial distinction — it had been a
great house to start with; Steve saw to that.
This is not to say that he didn’t enjoy
his success: he enjoyed his success a
lot, just minus a few zeros. He told me
how much he loved going to the Palo
Alto bike store and gleefully realizing he
could afford to buy the best bike there.
And he did.
Steve was humble. Steve liked to keep
learning.
Once, he told me if he’d grown up
differently, he might have become a
mathematician. He spoke reverently
about colleges and loved walking
around the Stanford campus. In the
last year of his life, he studied a book
of paintings by Mark Rothko, an artist
he hadn’t known about before, thinking of what could inspire people on
the walls of a future Apple campus.
Steve cultivated whimsy. What other
C.E.O. knows the history of English and
Chinese tea roses and has a favorite David Austin rose?
He had surprises tucked in all his pockets.
I’ll venture that Laurene will discover
treats — songs he loved, a poem he cut
out and put in a drawer — even after 20
years of an exceptionally close marriage.
I spoke to him every other day or so, but
when I opened The New York Times and
saw a feature on the company’s patents,
I was still surprised and delighted to see
a sketch for a perfect staircase.
With his four children, with his wife,
with all of us, Steve had a lot of fun.
He treasured happiness.
Then, Steve became ill and we watched
his life compress into a smaller circle. Once,
he’d loved walking through Paris. He’d discovered a small handmade soba shop in
Kyoto. He downhill skied gracefully. He
cross-country skied clumsily. No more.
Eventually, even ordinary pleasures, like a
good peach, no longer appealed to him.
Yet, what amazed me, and what I
learned from his illness, was how much
was still left after so much had been taken away.

I remember my brother learning to
walk again, with a chair. After his liver
transplant, once a day he would get up
on legs that seemed too thin to bear
him, arms pitched to the chair back.
He’d push that chair down the Memphis
hospital corridor towards the nursing
station and then he’d sit down on the
chair, rest, turn around and walk back
again. He counted his steps and, each
day, pressed a little farther.
Laurene got down on her knees and
looked into his eyes.
“You can do this, Steve,” she said. His
eyes widened. His lips pressed into each
other.
He tried. He always, always tried, and
always with love at the core of that effort. He was an intensely emotional
man.
I realized during that terrifying time
that Steve was not enduring the pain
for himself. He set destinations: his son
Reed’s graduation from high school, his
daughter Erin’s trip to Kyoto, the launching of a boat he was building on which
he planned to take his family around the
world and where he hoped he and Laurene would someday retire.
Even ill, his taste, his discrimination
and his judgment held. He went through
67 nurses before finding kindred spirits and then he completely trusted the
three who stayed with him to the end.
Tracy. Arturo. Elham.
One time when Steve had contracted
a tenacious pneumonia his doctor forbid
everything — even ice. We were in a
standard I.C.U. unit. Steve, who generally disliked cutting in line or dropping
his own name, confessed that this once,
he’d like to be treated a little specially.
I told him: Steve, this is special
treatment.
He leaned over to me, and said: “I want
it to be a little more special.”
Intubated, when he couldn’t talk, he
asked for a notepad. He sketched devices to hold an iPad in a hospital bed. He
designed new fluid monitors and x-ray
equipment. He redrew that not-quite-special-enough hospital unit. And every time
his wife walked into the room, I watched
his smile remake itself on his face.
For the really big, big things, you have
to trust me, he wrote on his sketchpad.
He looked up. You have to.

By that, he meant that we should
disobey the doctors and give him a
piece of ice.
None of us knows for certain how long
we’ll be here. On Steve’s better days,
even in the last year, he embarked upon
projects and elicited promises from his
friends at Apple to finish them. Some
boat builders in the Netherlands have
a gorgeous stainless steel hull ready to
be covered with the finishing wood. His
three daughters remain unmarried, his two
youngest still girls, and he’d wanted to
walk them down the aisle as he’d walked
me the day of my wedding.
We all—in the end — die in medias
res. In the middle of a story. Of many
stories.
I suppose it’s not quite accurate to call
the death of someone who lived with
cancer for years unexpected, but Steve’s
death was unexpected for us.
What I learned from my brother’s
death was that character is essential:
What he was, was how he died.
Tuesday morning, he called me to ask
me to hurry up to Palo Alto. His tone
was affectionate, dear, loving, but like
someone whose luggage was already
strapped onto the vehicle, who was already on the beginning of his journey,
even as he was sorry, truly deeply sorry,
to be leaving us.
He started his farewell and I stopped
him. I said, “Wait. I’m coming. I’m in a taxi
to the airport. I’ll be there.”
“I’m telling you now because I’m afraid
you won’t make it on time, honey.”
When I arrived, he and his Laurene
were joking together like partners who’d
lived and worked together every day of
their lives. He looked into his children’s
eyes as if he couldn’t unlock his gaze.
Until about 2 in the afternoon, his wife
could rouse him, to talk to his friends
from Apple.
Then, after awhile, it was clear that he
would no longer wake to us.
His breathing changed. It became severe, deliberate, purposeful. I could feel
him counting his steps again, pushing
farther than before.
This is what I learned: he was working at this, too. Death didn’t happen to
Steve, he achieved it.
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He told me, when he was saying goodbye
and telling me he was sorry, so sorry we
wouldn’t be able to be old together as
we’d always planned, that he was going
to a better place.
Dr. Fischer gave him a 50/50 chance of
making it through the night.
He made it through the night, Laurene
next to him on the bed sometimes jerked up when there was a longer pause
between his breaths. She and I looked at
each other, then he would heave a deep
breath and begin again.
This had to be done. Even now, he had
a stern, still handsome profile, the profile
of an absolutist, a romantic. His breath indicated an arduous journey, some steep
path, altitude.
He seemed to be climbing.
But with that will, that work ethic, that
strength, there was also sweet Steve’s capacity for wonderment, the artist’s belief
in the ideal, the still more beautiful later.
Steve’s final words, hours earlier, were
monosyllables, repeated three times.
Before embarking, he’d looked at his
sister Patty, then for a long time at his
children, then at his life’s partner, Laurene, and then over their shoulders past
them.
Steve’s final words were:

OH WOW. OH WOW. OH WOW.
Mona Simpson is a novelist and a professor of
English at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Since 1988, she has held the Sadie Samuelson Levy
Chair in Languages and Literature at Bard College.
She delivered this eulogy for her brother, Steve
Jobs, on Oct. 16, 2011, at his memorial service at
the Memorial Church of Stanford University.
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Managing battery life for
iOS 5 devices
that your device is routinely performing
“Am I there yet?” operations, which affect
your battery. It’s a very cool feature, but
if your device can’t hold a charge, it’s a
feature you may want to do without.

Siri:

If you’ve got an iPhone 4S—remember,
Siri is only available on that phone—go
to Settings -> General -> Siri and disable
the Raise to Speak option. This is a convenient feature that invokes Siri whenever you lift the phone to your face, but
I’ve seen reports that this can cause an
undue battery drain. With this option off,
all you have to do to awaken Siri is press
and hold the Home button.
I’d resist disabling Siri altogether. When you
do, the information Siri has gleaned from
you is wiped from Apple’s servers. When you
switch it back on, Siri is not terribly responsive
out of the gate, plus it then resyncs that data
with the cloud, thus burning up power.

Push:

It’s always been true that when you push
data to your iOS device, you’ll put more
strain on the battery. To preserve your battery charge, turn push off by going to Settings -> Mail, Contacts, Calendar -> Fetch
New Data and flip the Push switch off.
Your device will now fetch data with a setting of your choosing—every 15 minutes,
every 30 minutes, every hour, or manually.
Choosing Manually saves the most power
as data will be delivered to your device
only when you use an app that requests
it—when you open Mail, for example.
You can also pick and choose which accounts push (if supported) and fetch. To
do that, scroll to the bottom of the Fetch
New Data screen and tap Advanced.
You’ll find that you can adjust settings
for each account you use—iCloud, Gmail,
and Yahoo, for example.

Auto-Lock:

A fellow Macworld editor discovered that
when she updated her iPhone to iOS 5,
her Auto-Lock settings changed. Before
updating to iOS 5, she had the phone
configured to auto-lock after one minute
(thus turning off the display and saving
power). After she upgraded, it was set to
Never, which will burn up your battery in
a hurry. The Auto-Lock setting is found
here: Settings -> General.

iCloud:

The ability to automatically move data
between your iOS device and the cloud
is fabulous, but it can also deplete your
battery in short order. Go to Settings ->

iCloud and take a stern look at the
options you find there. If you don’t
routinely create contacts, events,
reminders, bookmarks, and notes on
your device and you’re willing to forego
automatically receiving updates to these
items when they’re created on other
devices, consider switching some or all
of these options off. (You can choose to
keep existing items on the device, and
they’ll remain viewable.) Photo Stream
is another option to carefully consider,
because when it’s switched on every picture you take with your iOS device is uploaded to the cloud. (Images taken with
other devices associated with your Apple
ID are also downloaded to your device.)
This is yet another drain on your battery.
Likewise, if you have Documents & Data
switched on, more data is sent to the
cloud.
Storage & Backup and iTunes Wi-Fi
Sync shouldn’t concern you, as they’re
designed to work only when the device
is attached to a powered connection.
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Notifications:

Those visual and audio alerts require
power. Go to Settings -> Notifications
and switch off those you can do without.

Brightness:

Your device was not designed, by default,
to be a flashlight. If you increase the
iPhone, iPod touch, or iPad’s brightness
setting, understand that you’re doing so
at the cost of a shorter battery charge.

AirPlay:

I can’t even begin to image how quickly you’d
deplete a battery charge by streaming a
Harry Potter flick from an iOS device to
your Apple TV. If you don’t want to find
out, plug your device into a power source
when you’re using AirPlay. Similarly, if
you stream content to your device in the
form of movie trailers, Netflix content, or
a music subscription service, you can expect your battery to go south in a hurry
if your device isn’t externally powered.

Taking all the fun out of it

If you were to disable every option listed
here you’d have an awfully dull device.
And if you’d wanted that, you would
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have purchased something that lacked
the Apple logo. The forthcoming iOS
5 update should take care of the worst
battery abuses that can be attributed to
bugs and runaway processes. But it’s also
likely that the extra power and flexibility
we’ve demanded from our iOS devices
come at a price: a device that asks more
of a battery. However, given that many
people are having no battery issues (or,
at least, issues not dramatic enough to
draw their attention), it’s entirely possible that with only slight tweaks here and
there, the most power-frugal among us
can have our cake and eat it too.

The deceased CEO of Apple
found a loophole in
California state law.
10.27.11
Technology News

Like any prominent figure, there have

been a lot of stories tossed around about
all the crazy things Steve Jobs did and
the official biography by Walter Isaacson
published this week is bringing even
more to light. In the 80s, Jobs denied a
longtime Apple employee stock options,
just because he could. He once called all
the executives of a chip supplier “fucking
dickless assholes” and drove a tank to
work. All right, it wasn’t a tank, but it was
a Mercedes that had no license plates
which Jobs was observed by multiple
sources parking in handicapped spaces.
How did Jobs get away with not having
a license plate on his car? According to a
former employee named Jon Callas who
is now the chief technology officer at
Entrust, Jobs realized that California law
gave the owners of new cars six months
to obtain a license plate. Armed with
that knowledge, Jobs made a deal with
his leasing company to get a new silver
Mercedes SL55 AMG every six months,
making sure that it was always legal for
him to have an unmarked car.

“It’s a little game I play,” Jobs said to
remain anonymous.
Of course, as biographer Isaacson pointed out to Jobs before his death, driving an
unlicensed car is much more conspicuous
than just putting a dang license plate on
his car like everyone else.
In response, Steve Jobs just shrugged.
Think Different.

Consumer Reports declares
Apple addressed antenna
issue with iPhone 4S
11.08.11
Sam Oliver, AppleInsider

Consumer Reports announced it is

recommending the iPhone 4S to customers, stating that Apple’s latest handset “doesn’t suffer the reception problem
we found in its predecessor.”
The consumer advocacy group made
waves last year when it ranked the iPhone
4 the best smartphone available on the
market, but later changed its stance and
declared it couldn’t recommend the iPhone 4. Consumer Reports tested the iPhone 4 inside a controlled radio frequency
isolation chamber, and found that covering
the bottom left corner of the handset with
one’s bare hand could reduce reception.
But the group declared on Tuesday
that it has conducted the same “special
tests” in its labs with the iPhone 4S, and
found that those supposed issues were
resolved. The group also tested Apple’s
new 8GB iPhone 4, and said it “continues
to exhibit that problem.”
In addition to finding that the antenna issues were addressed, Consumer Reports also
said it has not experienced any battery problems with the iPhone 4S. Some users have reported poor battery life with the device, and
Apple is already testing a new build of iOS 5
designed to address that issue.
While Consumer Reports is now recommending the iPhone 4S, the group said
that Apple’s latest handset was unable
to outscore the best new Android-based
phones. Smartphones that Consumer Reports said ranked higher than the iPhone
4S were the Samsung Galaxy S II, Motorola Droid Bionic, and “several other phones
that boast larger displays than the iPhone
4S and run on faster 4G networks.”

Last year’s “antennagate” controversy reached such a fever
pitch after the release of the iPhone 4 that Apple was prompted
to uncharacteristically host a press conference to explain that signal attenuation is something that occurs with all
phones. In low-signal situations, gripping
the bottom left corner of the iPhone 4
can cause a dropped call.
The issue can be resolved if a case is placed
on the iPhone 4, covering the metal band
on its exterior that serves as the antenna.
Apple gave away free iPhone 4 cases for a
limited time to alleviate those concerns, and
the controversy largely subsided as the iPhone 4 went on to become the company’s
best selling smartphone yet.
One of the major features of the iPhone
4S is its redesigned antenna which allows for better reception and faster wireless data speeds. It’s also compatible with
both GSM and CDMA networks, making
the iPhone 4S a “world” phone, and can
connect to high-speed 14.4Mbps GSM
HSDPA networks.
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